Developing countries of the world are facing enormous problems and Pakistan is no exception. Pakistan is a developing country in South Asia which is the fourth largest populated country in the region and sixth largest country in the world. This study on Pakistan is a case-in-point for other developing nations of the world. So, it is important to highlight these problems including the energy crisis which has assumed serious dimensions during the last three to four years. Pakistan is facing serious problems in almost all the sectors, but energy problem has impacted the economic development severely. Apart from identification of the problems being faced by Pakistan, the paper focuses on the public perception and suggestions to solve them. Lack of governance, corrupt leaders, inadequate and faulty planning, and non-availability of speedy justice are the most critical of a long list of problems being faced by Pakistan. Pakistan is facing energy crises in the shape of Supply /Demand gap, Interrupted Supply, Energy losses, Energy Conservation, Quality of Energy Resources, Quality of energy services, inefficient appliances, Lack of infrastructure, Deforestation, Environmental issues, Health issues, Low BTU value, opportunity cost, fertilizer issues, Renewable and Nuclear Energy Promotion issues, etc. In the paper, relevant conclusions are drawn to suggest some solutions.
. The growing complexities of energy systems, environmental problems, and technology markets are driving and testing most energy-economy models to their limits. To further advance bottom-up models from a multidisciplinary energy efficiency policy evaluation perspective, we review and critically analyze bottom-up energy-economy models and corresponding evaluation studies on energy efficiency policies to induce technological change. We use the household sector as a case study. Our analysis focuses on decision frameworks for technology choice, type of evaluation being carried out, treatment of market and behavioral failures, evaluated policy instruments, and key determinants used to mimic policy instruments.
Sovacool1, Benjamin K. and Brown, Marilyn A. (2010) . How well are industrialized nations doing in terms of their energy security? Without a standardized set of metrics, it is difficult to determine the extent to which countries are properly responding to the emerging energy security challenges related to climate change: a growing dependency on fossil fuels, population growth, and economic development. In response, this article first surveys the academic literature on energy security and concludes that it is composed of availability, affordability, efficiency, and environmental stewardship. It then analyzes the relative energy security performance, based on these four dimensions, of the United States and 21 other member countries of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) from 1970 to 2007. Four countries are examined in greater detail: one of the strongest (Denmark), one of the most improved in terms of energy security (Japan), one with weak and stagnant energy security (United States), and one with deteriorating energy security (Spain). Takahashi, Masahito and Asano, Hiroshi (2010) . Building sector is the highest growing sector in energy demand in Japan at present. There is a strong need to reduce this sectoral energy demand to achieve the national carbon emission target. Wu, Funfang and Guan, Lei (2009) . The Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region of China possesses abundant primary energy sources, and the quick developments of coal and electric power industry have established stable base for the high-speed growth of the economy of the autonomous region. Under the premise that the Inner Mongolia region pushed the electric power market oriented reform and established the electric power trading market, the basic principles to construct the electric power market in Inner Mongolia were discussed, and the market mode, market characters, market subject and trading mode in various phases of the grading reform were designed, and the trading type and the trading flow of the present reform phase were described in detail in the article. Yuan, Mei (2010) . In an effort to compare the effectiveness of possible policy options to tackle a range of energy and environmental issues, we employ an integrated assessment model which couples a technology-rich bottom-up model of the U.S. electricity sector with a fully dynamic forward-looking general equilibrium model of the U.S. economy. The model provides a unique and consistent modeling framework for energy and environmental policy analysis. Though energy efficiency standards are found to be the least cost-effective at reducing energy usage or mitigating carbon emissions, their appeal is likely to rest on assumptions about specific market failures or on political factors.
Next we identify energy crisis opinions in Pakistan: When you have to shoot, shoot. Don't talk. The Good, The Bad, and the Ugly. Faithlessness and lack of competent leaders are the main problem. In my view the main problem of Pakistan is lack of complete resources, when we have lack of resources we try to get them illegally, then it creates corruption and you know corruption. Pakistan is facing multifarious problems in modern times such as leadership vacuum, absence of proper planning, weak institutions, low F.D.I., trust deficit (in all aspects), power crisis (load shedding), unemployment, torn national image, poverty(mother of all problems), food crisis, extremism, low literacy rate and the list goes on and on..... but the biggest of all problems is that no one is ready to take the responsibility, everyone is looking for scapegoat. Undoubtedly it is high time that each one of us should take his/her responsibility to save the country because there is no use of sweeping the dust under the carpet. Late Prime Minister of Pakistan Benazir Bhutto Shaheed said, "You can imprison a man, but not an idea. You can exile a man, but not an idea. You can kill a man, but not an idea" (CSS Forum, 2009) .
Energy Crisis leaves Pakistan textiles in tatters: Power cuts sometimes lasting more than 12 hours a day have forced factory owners in the country's cloth capital Faisalabad to switch off the lights and sell their looms for scrap, leaving tens of thousands of workers jobless. The country is the world's fourth-largest producer of cloth and the industry accounts for 60 percent of export revenue according to official data. But the shortages are heaping pressure on Pakistan's crippled and debt-ridden economy (Atif, 2011) .
Islamic Republic of Pakistan, a country of 170 million people, full of natural resources and more than 60 years of independence but still not respected in the world community. In less than 30 years of independence, it's one wing gets separated (Bangladesh). Remaining part till today is living on IMF, World Bank and foreign donations. Majority of the population is living in rural areas without basic necessities of life. It is a country where financial gap between rich and poor is widening day by day. From the last 10 years, extremism is increasing. Whatever happens in the world it is almost understood even before investigations that it will have a link with Pakistan. Almost every kind of problem exists in Pakistan, including electricity load-shedding, bad economy, less educational facilities, less hospitals, inflation and no pure water in many parts. These problems exist in Pakistan right from its independence which as mentioned above was more than sixty years ago. Thus in these 60 years, why our beloved country is not among developed nations even with so many natural resources? Like China, it got independence after us and is now a super power in the world. Like Japan whose major cities were bombed to ashes and has no natural resources but still today they are world economic power. If one would think about the reasons for the problems which Pakistan is facing today, there are numerous. But above all is one. i.e., politicians. "Do our politicians represent our people"? In a democratic system, the elected people should represent the nation so that nation should have faith on their decision. They should think for the betterment of their people and country. In case of Pakistan, look at our politicians. Majority of them are only interested in securing their seat in national assembly through any means. Many of them have criminal cases on them. And above all, there are people who cheated constitution of Pakistan but still are part of parliament. It looks like the more corrupt you are, the more you will have chances of being a parliamentarian (Pakistan Tribune, 2010) .
Nuclear Power in Pakistan. Yes or No? Pakistan's Economy is in Intensive Care right now. We are producing goods at 20-30% capacity due to energy Short falls. Due to Electricity shortage, and Electric Generators, and stealing the electric companies keep raising prices Nuclear Plant can produce 10 times the electricity needs of our country Our Industry can run 100% capacity produce more revenue. We can run projects such as Subways, Trains on Electricity not to mention fences with electrical barbed wires. An investment of 10 billion into Solar Energy, program to put few solar panels in every home, instead of people buying electric generators could solve the energy crisis. People should sell their generators. But high capacity solar panels. You can run whole house on modern solar panel that cost 600$ for 5,000$ you can be energy get 75% of your house electricity. The load on Electric companies would be lifted if we spend 10 billion on programs to get 4 solar panels up in every home and the extra energy could go 100% to our Industrial Sector. But Nuclear energy is short term answer to give us relief for 50 years (Pakistan Defense, 2011 ).
Pakistan Power Generation Projects: China to invest in hydel, renewable energy power projects. Islamabad: China will invest in hydel and renewable energy power projects in the country as well as join hands with WAPDA for development of various large-scaled hydropower power projects. Chairman of the state owned China Three Gorges Project Corporation (CTGPC), Cao Guanging heading a ten-member Chinese delegation met with Federal Minister for Water and Power and Privatization, Syed Naveed Qamar here Tuesday. The delegation also showed interest to establish local manufacturing of wind power equipments in the country (Pakistan Times, 2011) . This is welcome for the need is to take a cohesive stand on the challenges the country faces. In this respect, the energy crisis is one of the biggest challenges Pakistan faces today. It demands a broader national consensus. The issue should be on the list of priorities for the subjects to be discussed at any conference with national representation. In fact, the energy crisis is too big a problem to be addressed without concrete consensus and demands a national energy agenda. While the energy crisis continues to pound the socio-economic fabric of Pakistan, both at the micro and macro level, the initiatives taken so far by the concerned authorities have not shown the ability to arrest the problem. The crisis cannot be addressed unless one of the most devastating and chronic issues -the short-sightedness of successive governments -is not addressed. It is imperative that the authorities concerned realize the importance of sustainability of an energy agenda. A usual problem in Pakistan`s official circles is the absence of vision and a sense of responsibility. The energy history of the country reveals that, barring a couple of exceptions, no government has served this sector well. The short-sightedness of governments over the last three decades has had a detrimental impact on the energy sector. They have failed to look beyond their tenure in office. Moreover, a project-oriented approach rather than a goal-oriented one is visible. The focus has been on ad hoc and quick-fix solutions. There are no trends of long-term and sustainable planning. Value-engineered and cost-effective solutions are unheard of in the corridors of power. Energy projects in general require rigorous planning and huge investment. Unfortunately, reluctance to develop sustainable energy projects has been the main reason behind the current energy crisis. This attitude has to change if the gigantic energy challenge the country is facing is to be adequately addressed (Asif, 2011) . Dilemma of Pakistan: It is said that Pakistan is presently facing the most critical problems of its time. These problems if not tackled properly could change the future of the country. At the onset these problems could be categorized into four major classes. First are the problems originating from the government itself, such as corruption, bad governance, law and order, power shortage, unemployment, price-hike, etc. The next category is that of problems originating from the people, such as, religious extremism, sectarian violence, blasphemy issue, madressa issues, terrorism, etc. Third are the economic issues, like trade deficit, excessive government expenditure, foreign and domestic loans, inflation, etc. The forth category of problems are those which are purely political in nature such as the issues emanating from lack of the absolute majority of the ruling party in the Parliament, exploitation of such issues by the party leaders, political immaturity, polarization in society, insurgency like situation in Baluchistan, war on terror, fighting extremism, etc. (Pak International Friendship Forum, 2011). 
Problems Facing

Ten Most Important Problems
A survey ranking of the ten most serious issues facing Pakistan gives a public perception (see Model A, figure 1).
Insert Figure 1 
Energy Crisis A Case-in-Point
Economic Crisis of Pakistan
In 2011, economy of Pakistan is at its worst. Severe electricity and gas shortage are having an adverse impact on the industry of the country. To understand this impact, it is important to briefly review the economic crisis ofDancing around the fire is not the solution to any problem. One should try to see beneath the surface in order to grasp an idea about the basic issue. Deposit a stream of strong words and announcements made by the past rulers of Pakistan, nothing concrete has been done to introduce a proper economy revival plan. Rather the situation has taken a quantum leap for the worse. At present the sorry state of the economy, tops the problems facing the country. Therefore, the present leadership has realized that there is no option but to reshape the economic strategy altogether. The economy of Pakistan has fallen up to this extent that it requires serious attention and endeavor to revive its state. The revival of economy means to bring the economy on track whereby country becomes self sufficient and economy self sustained to meet its internal demands and fulfill foreign obligations. For the last thirteen years there has been no noticeable addition to basic industries and the economic infrastructure of the country. Instead the number of sick industrial units increases each year. The public sector is shrinking and suffering losses. External debt is touching new heights and the irony is that new loans are obtained simply to pay back a portion of the earlier loans. The real issue of our economy is how to achieve higher productively, and to strengthen and develop the infrastructure. For this purpose the foremost need is to restore the confidence of our businessmen, cultivators and industrials to engage them in product processes. The combination of malnutrition, illiteracy, diseases, high birth rate, unemployment and low income has closed the avenues of escape from serious economic crises. The most unfortunate aspect of these serious economic crises and pathetic state of affairs is not because of the lack of natural resources but due to inefficient use of the key factors of production (Free Education Worldwide, 2010).
Energy Self-sufficiency
Energy self-sufficiency is an important variable in a country's economic development model. Achieving self-sufficiency in electricity and gas supply to the industry and home consumers is very important for national economic development and for avoiding further political turmoil. Energy Means ability to do work. We are in the age in which science is doing what magic cannot do. Especially in energy sector, people are shifting towards green and unlimited and economical foams of energy. With the help of science, nations are focusing to do more against less to sustain their economy and also compete in the international market.
India is both a major energy producer and a consumer. India currently ranks as the world's seventh largest energy producer, accounting for about 2.49% of the world's total annual energy production (Eleventh Five Year Plan, 2010).
In case of Pakistan (the seventh nuclear power in the world) the situation is totally adverse. Pakistan claims bulk of important resources like uranium, coal, natural gas, oil, wind, solar, hydel, scientists, engineers, institutions, donor agencies, ministries, skilled workers, labor force. But, the overall result is that we are facing 4500MW electricity shortfall ((Annual Plan 2010 -11, 2010 , our electricity tariff is Rs 17/kwh and regularly rising shortage of Oil and Gas, unreliable pricing system, huge amount of T&D losses (electricity and Gas), deforestation, health issues, infrastructure leakage, poor technology, and no practical interest toward nuclear and renewable energies (Overseas Pakistani Friends, 2008) . As a result, we are facing economical crises in Pakistan due to short supply of efficient energy to our industry and agriculture (which is contributing about 90% to our GDP) thus facing a huge crises. And the economic cycle is gym in Pakistan and this shift Pakistan into other problem.
The aim of this study is to highlight all the Issues and its statistics and its dependence on each other. Which are under estimated in last decades. As we all know that now the treads are changing and regions are adopting the new techniques and also highlighting the facts. And every institution on their behalf paying the role and make the country trouble-free to achieve the goal.
In the given text it is highlighted that what the ground reality is, on the soil of Pakistan in terms of Energy. And also calculated all the statistics and opportunity costs and some surrounding examples and some facts which directly and indirectly moving us towards the ruin.
Electricity issues in Pakistan
The total generation of electricity in the world is 17363930 GWh (2005) . Out of this 11455120GWh is generated from Conventional thermal, 2897800 GWh from Hydroelectricity, 2639250GWh from Nuclear and 371750 GWh from Geothermal, Solar, Wind and Wood and Waste (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2011), see figure 3. In Pakistan the total electricity generation is 91626GWh . In which oil contributes 35.4% (32433GWh), gas added 32.4% (29678Gwh), Hydro 30.3% (27784GWh), nuclear 1.8% (1618GWh) and Coal 0.12% (113GWh), see figure 4. The Consumption scenario 2067GWh is used by industry its own and 21.6 % (19,396 GWh) electricity is wasted in transmission and distribution (SIAST.PK, 2011 
Electricity Efficiency potential in Residential and Industrial Sectors
Residential sector consumes 32282 GWh electricity (Pakistan Energy Year Book, 2009 ). This sector consists of more than 24 million household. Out of which 70% have an excess of this source. The given amount of electricity is utilized by 29% (9362GWh) for general appliances (water pumps, irons, television etc), 36% (11622GWh) for space cooling (fans, room cooler air conditioner etc) and 35% (11299GWh) for lightingIncandescent bulbs, Florescent tube lights and compact candescent lamps etc. (Asian Development Bank, 2009 ). Due to lack of awareness 30% (9684.6GWh) of electricity is smashed .By the introduction of standardized appliances, we can save this huge amount of electricity (Enercon Pakistan, 2009 ). In industry sector 19330GWh electricity is used (Pakistan Energy Year Book, 2009) . From this electricity 6.4% (1237GWh) electricity is consumed by steel and iron, 3% (580GWh) by pulp and paper, 27.6% (5335GWh) textile, 0.8% (155GWh) sugar and 62.2% (12023GWh) for other industries (Asian Development Bank, 2009). Electricity efficiency potential in industrial sector is 25% (Enercon Pakistan, 2009).
Electricity Efficiency potential in Commercial and Public services
The commercial and public services consist of offices, shops, Markets, hotels, government organizations, street lights etc utilized 9960GWh electricity. Out of this 5252GWh consumes in purely commercial sector and remaining 4708GWh for public services (Pakistan Energy Year Book, 2009 ). In commercial sector the pattern for electricity is 26% for general appliances, 36% for space cooling and 38% for lighting. And in public services 4176GWh is used for Bulk supply, 430GWh for street lighting and 103GWh for other government utilities (Pakistan Energy Year Book, 2009) . By the enforcement of standardization, we can safe 30% of electricity also in these sectors (i.e. by replacing incandescent bulbs with compact fluorescent bulbs, upgrading fluorescent tube lights etc.) (Pakistan Energy Year Book, 2009 ).
Electricity Efficiency Potential in Agriculture/Forestry
The electricity in this sector is only used for water pumps. According to Pakistan machinery census 70981 Tube-wells are operating till 2008 (Asian Development Bank, 2009). As we all know most of the pumps are made locally or import from china. These pumps are highly inefficient so a huge amount of electricity is wasted. But by the implementation of proper consultancy 20% of electricity can be saved during the operation Enercon Pakistan, 2009).
Petroleum Product Issues of Pakistan
Pakistan is not self sufficient is this sector .Pakistan produced 3554 ktoe crude oil and imports 8511 Ktoe and as a result Pakistani refineries (Attock refinery, Bosicor refinery, Pakistan refinery, National refinery, Pak-Arab refinery etc) processed this available crude oil into petroleum products (Motor spirit, Kerosene, HOBC, LDO, FO, HSD, Naphtha and LPG etc ). The total available petroleum products were 20740 ktoe (production + Import). Out of this 7401 Ktoe was consumed by Electricity power plants, 8873Ktoe [2] was used for transport sector, 971 Ktoe for industry, 453 Ktoe for residential, 387Ktoe devoted for commercial and public services and 74Ktoe in agriculture/forestry etc. (Pakistan Energy Year Book , 2009 ).
Petroleum Product Efficiency potential in Power plants
The 
Petroleum products Efficiency Potential in Industry and Transport
Only 971Ktoe energy is used in industry sector (Pakistan Energy Year Book , 2009 ) Which was further disintegrated into 3.7% into steel and iron industry, 4.6 % to pulp and paper, 5.1% to textile, 6.2% added by sugar, 13.8% used by cement and 66.5% used by other industry (Asian Development Bank, 2009 
Natural Gas Issues of Pakistan
Natural Gas is back-bone for energy sector. The total production of gas was 1433 Billion Cubic feet (2008-09). There are two main companies SNGPL and SSGC. Who have taken the responsibility of transmission and Distribution of Natural Gas. There is huge number of losses in this sector. The estimated losses of SNGPL and SSGC for year 2008-09 were 191 Billion cubic feet. The remaining 1269 Billion Cubic Feet Natural gas was distributed by a ratio of 31.8% [2] to power sector, followed by 41.6% to Industry, 7% to transport (CNG), 16.9% to residential and 2.8% to commercial sector (Pakistan Energy Year Book , 2009 ), see figure 6.
Insert Figure 6 here
Natural Gas Efficiency Potential in Power Sector
The Power Sector Consumed 403.5 billion Cubic Feet (31.8%) natural gas and provided 29678 GWh Electricity (Pakistan Energy Year Book, 2009 ). In terms of efficiency 326252708 MMBtu (403.5 billion Cubic Feet) (1) gas produced 101290443 MMBtu (29678 GWh) (1) electricity. It shows that 31% was fruitful and the remaining 69% was flash out (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2011). More than 70% Gencos power plants are 15 year old and operating on a very low efficiency. The Kotri Gt power plant thermal efficiency is 20%, Quetta Tps power plant efficiency is 21%, Faisalabad Gt power plant efficiency is 21%, Multan Steam has 22% and Shahdara GTPS is only 12% etc. (Asian Development Bank, 2009).
Natural Gas Efficiency Potential in Residential and Commercial Sector
The residential and commercial sector used 79.5 billion cubic feet natural gas (Pakistan Energy Year Book, 2009 ). The natural gas consumption pattern in residential sector is 63% for cooking, 21 % for water heating and 16 % for space heating and in commercial sector 92% natural gas is used for Cooking, 6% for water heating and the remaining 2% was used for space heating (Asian Development Bank, 2009). The energy efficiency potential in residential and commercial sector is 30% (Enercon Pakistan, 2009).
Natural Gas Efficiency potential in Industry and Transport
The total natural gas utilization in industry sector was 528 billion cubic feet (41.6%) (SIAST. PK, 2011). In this 9.3 % used by steel and iron, 12.9 % pulp and paper, 27.7% textile, 2.6 % for sugar, 9.1 % for fertilizer (fuel), 3.5 % for cement and the remaining 35% for other industry (Asian Development Bank, 2009 ). This sector consuming huge percentage of natural gas and by the implementation of sharp techniques 25% of natural gas can be saved (Enercon Pakistan, 2009 ). Pakistan is paying only 7% of natural gas to transport sector in the foam of CNG (Pakistan Energy Year Book, 2009 ). There are more than 1700(2008) CNG stations. The 20% of CNG can be deducted by implementation of energy efficiency manuscript (Asian Development Bank, 2009).
Coal and Peat Issues in Pakistan
The total available coal was 4748 Ktoe (2008) From this only 1679 Ktoe was indigenous product and the left over 3069 Ktoe was imported. The 50.341 Ktoe was consumed for electricity power plants for electricity production. And the remaining 4187 Ktoe was consumed in industry. In industry only two sectors are the big customer of it (Pakistan Energy Year Book, 2009 ). The 68.9% was used by cement and 31.1% by brick kiln (Asian Development Bank, 2009).
Coal and Peat Efficiency Potential in Power Plant and Industry
The total coal used by power plants are 2108606 MMBtu (59.341Ktoe) (1) and as a result they generated only 
Renewable Energy and Nuclear Energy Issues
Pakistan has enjoying its 62 years of independence but unfortunately till to now we are facing energy shortage problems. In parallel air pollution, water pollution. We need to put in order only those policies through which we fulfill our demand as well as green energy. And their many examples existing around us i.e. South Korea has installed 18000 MW from Nuclear and 350 MW from solar and India is also in front list by adding 4120 MW nuclear and 11806 MW wind Energy power plants. The Pakistan has added only 462 MW nuclear energy in the system. And in solar energy only finger counted houses are benefited from this technology with the help of A.E.D.B and PECRIT. And same here in wind power. So a very serious eye is required in this sector.
Infrastructure Issues in Pakistan
As per statistics of Pakistan, total house units in Pakistan are 22.38 Million (2005-06) . In this Punjab contributes 54.85 % (12.28 Million), followed by Sindh 26.14 % (5.022 Million), Khyber Pakhtoon Khuwa 11.5% (2.57 Million), Baluchistan 5.05% (0.0971 million), FATA 1.77% (0.34 million) and Islamabad 0.129 Million. Only 20% are enjoying Natural gas facility and remaining 80% are using other non conventional resources (Fuel Wood, Dry Dung, Crop Residue, Kerosene, Charcoal and LPG etc) . Lack of infrastructure is the basic cause of deforestation, using low Btu value fuels, health hazard fuels etc. The revenue required for 100 % gas infrastructure is 1.09 trillion rupees (see Table 1 ).
Insert Table 1 here
Non conventional Energy Issues
In Pakistan the total 28 Mtoe (2008) . Environmental issues are also upcoming very rapidly. El Nina is the basics tumor of our surrounding. The Pakistan is getting 50% GDP from agriculture but these issues suffering a lot to our Economy as well. Food Security is also forecasted to be a problem. If our population increases on the current rate and our agriculture ratio declines it is very difficult to defend the gap. As we all know, Pakistan has 70% population in rural areas where the energy source is these Non Conventional Energy. So to get this energy they spend a lot of time which caused that they lost opportunity cost and indirectly its effect is seen by studying Pakistan exports/imports and lack of cultural development, lack of small industry, Lack of education etc. And more important issue is that it contains very low Btu value and its efficiency is very Low. Economic worth of this energy is 612 Billion Rupees/Year. It means by supplying Conventional energy resources; we can save such a huge amount which we are paying for the sponsorship of these issues. 
Solutions for Energy Crisis
Solutions for Pakistan's Issues Related to Energy
Energy Management
As we all know that Pakistan is facing huge energy crises in terms of Power shortage, Oil and Gas shortage, Price mounting. All these issues are directly and indirectly affecting the peoples of Pakistan. To overcome from these issues, we can apply some tools of management and make it possible to finish all the existing problems. From the given statistics, we come to know that 429.8GWh (2008-09) electricity was consumed for street lights. Ninety Percent street lights are consisting of 100 watt/500 Watt fluorescent bulbs. These lights must be replaced by Compact Fluorescent Lamps. We can save 80% of 429.8 GWh (343.84GWh) per Annam. In household Sector 5641GWh (FY2008) was used for lighting. Out of which 37% (2087.2GWh) energy was used by Incandescent bulbs. It means that we can save 80% of 2087.2 GWh (1669.76 GWh) per annum by simple replacing it with Compact Fluorescent Lights. So if our government bans the incandescent bulbs in Pakistan then we can save 2013.6GWh Per annum. In commercial sector, 1537GWh (FY 2008) was used. Out of it 25% (384.3GWh) was used by incandescent bulb. And from these bulbs we can save 80% (307.4GWh) of electricity by simply replacing it with compact fluorescent bulb (Asian Development Bank, 2009). Refrigerators used 4524GWh (FY 2008) .Out of it 24% (1085.8 GWh) are used by inefficient refrigerators. In which 67% (727.45GWh) can be saved by applying improvements. For water pumping, domestic sector used 1258GWh (FY2008). The 90% un-standardized pumps were used and we can save 50% (566 GWh) electricity by improving its quality. Air conditions were used 5845GWh (FY2008). Proportion of inefficient appliances was 29%. And improved potential is 40%. So we save 678GWh by handling it technically (Asian Development Bank, 2009).
Sustainable Policies
Law-and-Order is the basic ingredient for the promotion/development of any country. There are two types of steps, which our government has to take to overcome the issues. For a sustainable Exploration and development. And to catch foreign investment in Energy Sector, we need a strong Judiciary and Law and Order Position in Pakistan. Without it, we cannot be able to explore and develop the indigenous resources (Oil, Gas and Coal). The second thing is that we must implement international rules in our Up-stream, Mid-stream and Down-stream level. In Pakistan there are many power plants which are running with 12-30% efficiency (Asian Development Bank, 2009). Pakistan is also facing huge energy losses in Transmission and Distribution. In power sector, it is almost 21% and in Natural Gas sector its almost 13%. In downstream level, we are using 100 watt bulbs in the age of 2-3 watt bulbs (Pakistan Energy Year Book, 2009 ). We are also using inefficient lights, fans, water pumps, air conditions etc. If our government applies tangible rules and regulations in Mid-stream and Down-stream level then we can never import any type of energy and also overtake the energy shortage.
Real Statistics/Forecasting
It the most important pillar to design any policy/plan or any other research/decision.
But unfortunately in Pakistan, we are neglecting its importance and deal in as very unimportant way; as a result our any plan or policy on the bases of that data is not sustainable. Now the census (2011) is going and government spent 70 billion rupees (Federal Board of Statistic, 2011) but they are not carrying it as a world standard. In develop countries, Government apply curfew and take the real figures/data. In short, to take any step you always need authentic data. So our Government should take a serious eye towards this department.
All the Issues are included in Academia
Schools, Colleges, Universities and research departments are the real stake holders in the process of grooming. So it is very important to review our academic courses yearly and also put country issues/solutions in it. So to-overcome the given issues, its basic need to include the case-studies into our courses and highlight it. And also scratch the solutions from the fresh and experimental minds. And made it possible by implementing it into our young scientists and Engineers. Their research and study directly benefit the society/industry. As we all know that we have 128 Universities (Answers.com, 2011) . More than 1,349,000 post secondary Students in our institution (Education_in_Pakistan, 2011) . So it will be beneficial for both students and local industry to make a proper road map. As like a develop countries, it is very obligatory for wealthy indigenous industries to strong their institutions. Solid Research in universities and it is liked with industries makes it very tangible. For-example LG and Samsung are the top class companies of South Korea. And now enjoying the world class profitable organizations status. Just because of its deep co-operation with South-Korea Universities (i.e. Soul, Kiest etc).
Make Media (Electronic and Printtatistics). as a Base Line
Strong and Independent media is the back bone for any nation. In Pakistan they are totally independent and can play a vital role to direct the nation towards the row of develop nation. And also highlight all the negative/poor decisions from the government. They are also acting like a ministry in which they set check and balance on any institution/department. So it is right time to focus all the other issues (Economy, Energy, law-order, foreign investment, deforestation and Health etc). They can also be the ambassadors of our nation and they can focus the attention of investors (Local/foreign). And more important through this medium we can aware all the existing and foresee problems to nation of Pakistan.
Efficient Devices (Electronic and Mechanical) Availability
As we all know that Pakistan is facing huge energy efficiency, Conservation, Pollution, Un-standardization Problems. On another hand, we have Ministry of Environment, ENERCON, PSQCA (Pakistan Standard and Quality Control Authority), PCSIR (Pakistan Council of Scientific and Industry Research) . We have all the required institutes but till to now we are unable to show the physical results. Just because of political and Economic Constraints. So to strengthen the above institutes, Government should cooperate and allow them to take bold steps and through ordinance their implantations can be possible. And it can be possible to improve the standardization as well as improvement in the existing structure.
Make a Transparent and Sustainable Policy
Transparency is the basic for success and foundation for merit. All the policies, Plans, Tenders and other key decisions should be transparent and approachable to general Public. We are enjoying sixty three year of independence and in that period we made many policies and plans to move our country in the world ten list countries. Because we are nation having lot of resources, For-example Coal, Gas, Uranium, Sun, Wind, Sea, Waterfalls etc. We have best Universities, Research institutes, skilled Workers and best technocrats and also we made ten plans (5 year plan), we have vision 2030. We have all the data of required questions. But as a result we are facing huge crises in all stages of life. It means that we have some problem in our documentation. There are some technical flaws in our Proposed Plans/Policies. In every Policy/Plan we only consider the general summary but we never assign the duties to the required Person/Department. No Terms of Reference are made. We never describe it micro level. We never differentiate it with respect of time. It is never defended by law and order agencies. No securities are assured to local and Foreign Companies. Neither check nor balance system is introduced against it. That's why all the plans and Policies are neither fruitful nor produced tangible results. Switch off-from Non-Conventional Energy Resources (Fuel Wood, Dry Dung, Crop Residue). Pakistan is consuming 8 MTOE Conventional Energy and 22 Mtoe Non-Conventional Energy in Domestic sector (Pakistan Energy Year Book, 2009) . It means that people are spending most of their time to collect energy resources (Fuel wood, Dry Dung and Crop-Residue).And these resources consist of Low Btu value and Health hazards. As a result deforestation and environmental issues are generated. To conquer the describe issues we should provide infrastructure to carry conventional energy door to door.
Economic Solutions
Generation of Revenue for sustainable Projects
In Pakistan, we have facing two big constraints: Political and Economic Constraints. All the projects were jammed just because of these constraints i.e. Kala Bagh dam etc. In Pakistan there are many Local (………………..) and Foreign (Asian Development Bank, World Bank, United Nation (U.N.D.P), CIDA, Islamic Bank) Organizations Which are ready to execute the Energy Projects having sustainable Environmental and Economic Concerns.
Solutions for Circular Debt Issues
According to the former chairman WAPDA, engineer Shams-ul-Mulk, there is no electricity shortage present in the country and the present electricity crises is the result of nonpayment (of circular debt) to the IPPs. Pakistan is Facing 700 billion rupees circular debt in Energy sector. For example 284 billion rupees are given to hydel, IPPs, Nuclear and Gencos by PEPCO. Like it IPPs are given 166 billion rupees to PSO. Our provinces have given 134 billion rupees to PEPCO. So 300 billion rupees are required. 6.9.3 Solutions taken by our government required to die out this Circular Debt issue Revamping PEPCO's collection system through implementation of efficient ERP. Accounting systems and through the hiring of professionals; Controlling Distribution and transmission losses; Construction of more dams in order to conserve the rapidly depleting water resources; Energy sector needs to experiment with alternate, renewable energy sources for production of electricity; like wind, hydel, solar etc.; Use Coal reserves found in abundance in Pakistan as a fuel source; The National Natural gas companies should make it a priority to produce an additional 300-400 million cubic feet of gas which is quite possible if gas tariffs are raised to economic levels; The power infrastructure should be upgraded with a modern efficient grid; Timely recovery of receivables of state owned Power distribution company PEPCO from Provincial/ Federal governments and departments; The existing net balance position should be specifically determined and cleared through issue of debt instruments by the Government. Further, to prevent future increase in the circular debt, the hemorrhaging between the sale price (tariff) and the cost to the Distribution companies should be eliminated; Prices of all energy products should be rationalized through cross-subsidization; Price subsidies should be eliminated and fuel prices be linked to prices quoted internationally; Targeted subsidies should be offered only if required for social reasons. and paid for out of government revenues not by energy producers; Petroleum Levy collected by GoP on POL products should be utilized to support the power sector for settlement of their debts; Tax-free Energy Bonds can be issued to the general public to raise funds for periodic resolutions of circular debt; Netting off of receivables and payables of the involved parties and; Increase in the direct tax collection.
Conclusion
Five main root causes of Pakistan's energy crisis are lack of integrated planning, imbalanced energy mix, non-utilization of vast indigenous resources, lack of effective project structuring and inadequate primary energy sources (Ahmad, 2009) . One aspect of solutions for energy crisis of Pakistan can be (Haq, 2008) : (1) Load shedding in Pakistan is acute and Government Policies but Government has not taken sufficient steps to solve this problem; (2) Iran offered to supply the electricity urgently on very cheap rates of about one third of Regulated Price Plan (RPP); China offered to supply the electricity at the cost of Rs. 300/month for unlimited usage; Pakistan is in severe energy crisis but America is not doing any sort of help to solve this problem. However it is enforcing to the government of Pakistan to impose new taxes on electricity and fuel prices. Government of Pakistan should act in the interest of people of Pakistan to reduce their sufferings by providing uninterrupted electricity at reasonable rates. Discussion in this paper indicates the parameters that are constraint for the development of energy sector. There is the need for estimating the exact revenue required to fulfill the leakages and developments to overcome all the defined issues. Besides, this also it emphasizes on the savings, which can be generated by solid amplification of the given suggestions. This paper helps us to know the Pakistan's main energy issues resulting from nation's core problems and side effects, difficulties and constraints, and current scenario. This paper highlights all the energy issues and its connection with other sectors. It is the gate way to set the new development plan in terms of energy and make this important pillar (Energy sector) of national development more efficient and set it as an example for the other underdeveloped nations. 
